
INTERACTIVE GAMES FOR BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS

Add some friendly competition to your next class or meeting with these interactive presentation games powered by Poll
Everywhere.

Turn on your webcam in an online meeting to maximize effectiveness and attendee attention. Leave a
comment below or let us know on Twitter socialtables. Collaboration should be easy. Give your teammates
kudos and even start your own meeting hashtag to add a social interaction element. The Talking Stick. Give a
one- or two-sentence description of the project you are reporting on if there are people in the meeting who are
not familiar with it. President Franklin D. Ask yourself these questions: What are the most interesting or
intriguing points in my topic? It can also be fun to compare the different end results. This is just one of many
ways presenters and educators use interactive presentation games to keep the audience on its toes. Attendees
then move physically to the left or right side of the room based on whether they are for or against the
argument. In a nutshell, the intention of the unconference is to tap into the wisdom of the crowd rather than
rely on a sage on the stage. The show will wake them up while giving you a feel for your audience. Insert your
information into the graphs, tables or diagrams. From our experience, many delegates then jump on the
bandwagon and submit their own questions. Use non-offensive humor. Shorter responses are always easier to
read in the chart. Via Sendsteps you can add questions to your PowerPoint slide and from there the audience
can respond. Write the answer at the top, and the question at the bottom. Next to games and other activities,
these exercises also contribute to a lively presentation! Then the audience votes for their favorite responses.
Use pictures and professional diagrams. Second, the completed worksheet doubles as a resource that
summarizes what you just presented. A win-win situation for everyone! Be it solar energy, hotel management
or 20th century art; formulate interesting multiple choice questions. Save the presentation template so you can
use it again in the future. Competitions is a great interactive presentation game for energizing the audience.
These words appear as the smallest words in the cloud. Make sure to speak in a complete sentence â€” rather
than just a few words â€” to make it tougher for your participants. Quiz-Enhanced Presentations Live polls are
not only great for measuring attendee comprehension of your speakers. If you have remote attendees, turn on
your webcam. Remember those Harvard scientists? Ask your attendees in advance to bring a small personal
item. Or stage a trivia content to see who knows the most about your organization or profession. Once the time
is up, the facilitator rings a bell to call for the next round of meetings. Instead of letting their
presentersâ€”general practitionersâ€”just broadcast their learnings, they used live polls to allow participants to
actively engage with the presented information. Trivia competition Quiz the audience with multiple choice
questions.


